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Forensics [Meb06b, Meb06c, Meb08a, Meb08b, Piv13, Shi09, Ana03, FSS07, Lim06, MS09, QZH10, XWLD11]. forgery [BM13, MS10]. Form [Pet81a, Che80, Hii74, Whi82]. formal [vLvdW05]. Formation [ZM97, PK06]. Forms [ARS10, ARS11, HW75b, Hub78]. formula [Duh01, Has76, Mas06e, Mas06g]. Formulation [Lei80, Asa81, PK78]. Forschung [Die02]. Forum [Dim80, Moh80]. Foundation [Fed82a]. foundations [Bro80a, Bro80b, Bro80c, Bro81, Dur06]. Fourier [Boy94]. FPGAs [WAT15]. Fractal [vLvdW05]. fractals [Egg05a]. Fractions [JL08, Pav81, Sch90]. fragile [PGLL10]. framework [Egg10a]. France [NKZ12]. Fraud [AH09, Ban13, BG09, BG10, BG11a, BS10a, Ber95, BL95, BH02, BPS11, CT05, Cod09, DMO10, DMO11, DJ10b, DHP04, Han07, Lan03, Lan04, LB05, Meb10a, Meb10b, Meb11, Nig12, NEM09, SS10, Töd09, Wal03, WSY11, Ana03, Ano11, Bat09, BK505, CG07, DG10, Dub01, GW04, Gra10, GD14, HYYH08, Kos15, Kri10, KB03, Lan00, LB14, LOR06, Lim06, LFCR04, LBC06, LB06b, Nig94, RRRB11, Rou10, Sav06, Sch10, SM11, Sjo14, TMS02, BMM10]. frauder [Rou10]. fraudes [BMM10, Rou10]. Fraudster [Sta10]. Fraudulent [CS11, Die04b, Die07, SCD03]. Free [Rav08, SS09]. French [Par97, Bel88, BM10, DJ10a, DJ13, Dev57, Est16, Fra17, FL84, FL94, FL96, GD08, GD90b, GD10, Hii99b, JL08, Jan12, Jol05, Jol09, Leb2, Pet73, Poi12, Rou76a, Rou76b, Rou78, Rou10, San2b, Var99]. frequencies [CM11, FP04, LL08, LL09, Nig94, Zör15]. Frequency [BG78, CYG07, Coi77, DMO06, EC11, Lot26, Vla79, DM92, ER02, Gin57, Has03, Her57, Hii74, Li92, Mac22, Mas05c, Mas05b, New81, Par75, SE0V04, Tlu85, Zip29, Zip32]. Frequency-rank [BG78]. frequent [LWY10, MAE06]. frequenza [Gin57]. front [LACL14]. führende [Hün07]. Full [SM10b, SM09]. Fully [NKRS15]. Function [BMLRV10, Egg05b, Egg06, ER12, KPK05, KPK06, LS05, LS06, SSVHA10, Sur93, Wir98]. functional [Egg13]. Functions [ARS10, MVW+03, ML84, Sim55, AS68, ARS11, BFLB10, BNS10a, BNS10b, GSR12, KM05, Man59, MK05, Pos04b]. Fundamental [BH10a, BH10b, DMM07]. Fundamentals [HT01]. Fürchten [Hün07]. Furlan [Gei48, Reg82]. Further [BGVV99, Sen73, Tur84, Val11]. Fuzzy [AP10, NKL03].
Hypergeometric [BMLRV10].
Hypotheses [SBB01]. hypothesis [BCK12, DDS98].

[ACM00, AW89, Jin09a, NKZ12, NM07b]. Internet
[AJ14, BFS03, BS00, GTC+07, HA99, LB09, RH02]. Interoccurrence
[Has07]. interpretation [Bra76, Egg05a, GJ10, Hub76, OR07, TR91].
Interpretations [Dun80, Moh80]. interpretativi [Bra76]. Interrogation
[Lan04]. Interval [Wu08, Per96]. Intervals [NKL04, NKL03]. intervention
[LFCR04]. interventional [CSC14]. Introduction
[Fel50, Fel57, Fel66, Fel68, HW75a, Hor09b, Zip35, Zip65, eSHK05].
invariance [Hil95a, KR12, SAG+00, W´oj14]. Invariant [All97, Whi83, CI96].
Invariant-Sum [All97]. Inventory [MH06]. inverse [DB14, Per05].
Inversion [LS11]. Investigating [MPPH06, Ana03, Lim06]. Investigation
[SF01, Fur46, Gei48, HYHY08, LSS00, Soo05]. Investigations
[Wan11b, Nig11e]. Investigative [Bha02]. Investing [Wal03]. investments
[AB03]. investors [Bar11, LWFW14]. Invitation [MTB06]. ionic [MWS99].
Iran [Meb10b]. Iranian [Rou14, Bat09, Rou09]. Ireland [ACM00].
irregularities [BG11b, FGZZ11b, RR03, TMS02]. Irrelevance [DMO10].
IRS [Her98]. Ising [SS09]. Island [PS09]. isomorphism [BP06]. ISPs
[CL05]. issues [RRZR09]. Italian [Bra76, Gin57, Her57, MAC14]. iterated
[Sch88a, Sch91]. IV [Bro81]. I’ve [Nig99a].

[NG04, SGW04]. JCR(R) [AYS14]. Jersey [Lim06]. Jobs [ZM08].
Johannesburg [Sav06]. John [Lim06]. Join [KNT89, WYTD93, WDY93].
[SDK14, DG10, Gra10, Kri10, MG07b]. journals [AYS14, CC11]. JPEG
[PS09]. June [ACM00, PS09]. Justice [ZM08].

Kanunu [AA10]. Kautilya [Bha02]. Keenan [Gro67]. Keys [SD78]. kind
[Mas07]. Kinematics [AFS04]. Kinetics [FM89]. Kingsley [VV06].
klassische [Sz´e90]. Knopoff [Has07]. known [Rou76a]. Kolmogorov
[Lon92, Lou92]. Krylov [TR91].

L [Kui69]. L. [Gei48]. l.s.d [Tur84, Tur87]. lacunarity [Mas06c]. Lady
Language [BMLRV10, GS01, IKC96, Mel06, Cha11, DMZ05, FS03, KG72a,
KG72b, Par75, Zip32, Zip35, Zip65]. Languages
[LZZ13, Man53, Rav08, Che91, MPPH06, TST97]. Large
[Ber10, ZM07, AW89, BGP07, CI96, CL05, SM96]. Large-Scale
[SM97, SM96]. Largely [Bur09]. Laser [FNP+15]. Last [Nig11c]. Last-Two
[Nig11c]. latest [Lin86]. Lausanne [Par97]. Lavelette [Pop02]. Law
[AL14, ARS10, Ben38, BH07, Bor20, Bra78, BT37, CSN09b, CBP12, GM97a,
Hum06, Jol05, Jol09, KN91, Lou92, LMH99, LS11, Mir11, Mit03, Moe02,
MdSPZ06, Nig01, NBH+98, Ole10, Pet08, QW03, SDK14, Sav06, Sch88b,
SM10c, Sta14, Ada11, ARMG03, ARS11, Ano93, Ano02, Ano05, Ano07,
AG05, AFS04, AA11, Aro13, AJ14, Aue13, AB03, BBM11a, Bak07, Bal12, BNS10a, BNS10b, BBL07, Ben75, Ber03, Ber05b, Ber05a, Ber05c, BBH05, BH11b, BK07, BKS05, BKK11, BCC05, BJS06, BMM10, BP84, BBJ11, Bra76, Bro84, Bro05, Bro07, BMP93, BK91, BS92, CC11, CI96, CK05, Cha11, Che78, Che80, CL87b, Che91, CW97, Che12a, Che12b, Che12c, CG07, Cio05, CS07, CSN09a, CEZ10, CMS10, CMFS11, CLRTFM08, Cou10, CSV96].

law [DMZ05, DD06, Dea93, DJ13, Den97, Dev57, DdA09, DL07, DL08, Dur06, Egg99a, Egg99b, Egg11, EG12a, EG12b, Eli11, EC12, EL03, FWW85, FGZZ11a, FGZZ11b, FG10, FS02, FRB05, FSS07, Fuj04, Gab99, GGPS03, Gai06, GLS06, GB13, GD08, GD09b, GD09a, GM12, GJ10, GGA03, GSW92, GLSW96, HT05a, HT05b, HT06, Has02, HPV+09, Hil70, Hil74, HW75b, Hli95c, Hli99b, Hli02, HNO5, HV01, HHC+14, Hür03, Hür04, Hur06a, Hü09, IO03, Irn97, JdlR04, JdlR09, JSZ11, Jol01, JS06, KNRS88, KN90, KH02, KUY05, Knu01, KA84, KM05, Kos15, Kre02, Kre03, KP04, KP05, KB03, KB07, LAL15, LS05, LS06, LBL01, Li92, LX05, Lip09, Liu08, LZNR11, Lol08, LCC+05, LBC06, LB06b, LL08, Mac22, MBS99, MRM+05, MPPH06, Man60].

law [Man62, Mas05a, Mas05c, Mas05b, Mas05d, Mas06a, Mas06b, Mas06c, MM06, Mas07, Mas07e, Mas06d, MDH05, Mil04, MK05, MN08a, MN08b, Mür12b, MAC14, MTMT08, MW04, Mon01, Mör01, JR06, Müll11, NG04, Nag84, NS87, NKG09, Nag05, Na03, New05, NR08, NH07, Nic88, NN89, NT89, Nig00b, NM06, OK006, OT97, O1O10, OR10, ORL76, PBP07, Pia08, Pao85, Pav81, Pen10, Per10, PT11, Per96, Pet81b, Pet73, Poc06, Pop02, Pos04a, Pos04b, Pos10, RRR04, Ree06, Ree03, Reg82, RDFM10, Rou76a, Rou78, Row05, SMS10, STJ10, STA11, Sch88a, Sch88d, Sch89, SN91, Sch91, Sch06, SS06, Seo02a, Sen08, SS11, SM10d, SM10e, Sin74, SCD01, SR01, Ste93, Str10, Tag70, TW11, Tao09, TB100, TFGS07, Tra92, Tbg98, TR91, Tui85].

law [Urz00, Urz11, Wan11a, Wat96a, Wh75, XWLD11, Yav74, Yor00, ZS11, Zör15, Zör11, vLvdW05, AG70, AG72, AA10, AP10, Ale09, All97, AYS14, AOT13, Ano11, Ano13, AHI15, BSO10, Ban13, Bas92, Bas94, BG09, BG10, BG11a, BGTM+11, Ben84, Ber04, BH10a, BH10b, Ber10, BH11a, BHKR11, BE14b, BK08, BT09, Boo94, BF09, BG11b, Bro77, Bro79, Bro84, Bul11, Bur09, Bur04, BW98, CS09, CL86a, CL86b, CL87a, Che95, CCT95, CZ98, CTK+09, CTO5, CA12, Con10, DDS98, DMO10, DMO11, DS05, DJ10a, Die04b, Die07, DJ10b, Die12, DN00, DG78, DHP04, EC11, Egg85, Egg86, Egg90b, Egg94, Egg07, Egg10b, Egg10c, Eli13, Fed82a, iCE10, Few09, For10, Fur46, FK03, Gei48, GW01, GW04, Gil05, Gil77, GPP09, GN02, Gro67].

Law [GTMI2, GT09, Haf13, HCS09, Has76, HR10, Hl95a, Hl97, Hl11, Hor09a, HYYY08, Hub02, Hub76, Hub77, Hub78, HJY11, Hum08, Hü07, Hü06b, Hü15a, Iud12, Jam01, JKK+08, JKK+09, Jas10, JHTS10, Jh09a, Jh09b, JS09, Kaf08, Kaf09b, KK95, KLC84, KBHR10, Km12, KH95, Kos15, KŽ08a, KŽ08b, ZK09, KRO1, Kri77, KP05, KPK06, LB09, LSE00, Le82, Lei80, LY02, pLCW04, Li11, LFY15, LK12, Lou92, LB05, LG10, MM84,
MSSvK08, MPM02, MVW+03, Man08, MRR+10, MG07a, MZ98b, Meb06a, Meb06b, Meb06c, Meb08b, Meb11, MN06a, MN06b, Mil15, Moc02, Molor9, MdSSZ09, MG07b, Mor06, Mulo3, Mur73a, Mur73b, NP12, NGJ03, NWR09, Nic89, Nig93, Nig96, NM97, Nig98, NM07a, NM09, Nig11a, Nig11b, Nig11c, Nig11d, Nig12, Nov10, NM07b, OW12, Ole10, OV93. Law [OV95, OM11, PSM10, Pao86a, Pao86b, Pav82, PT04, Pet81a, PMdM99, Pop75, Pos04c, Pot81, QZH10, QV03, RK79, Reg12, RM11, RR09, Ros11, Rou1, Rou92, S1T09, SM06a, San02a, San02b, SDK14, Sch88c, Sch74, Sch75c, Sch75b, Sch75a, Sch10, Sch80, Sea02b, Sen73, SW10, Shi09, SF11, SM11, SID15, Soo05, Sor12, SPMG12, Sta10, SH10, SB93, SCE03, Tö09, Tor06, TST97, Van15, Var72, Vla72, Vla76, Vla79, Vuk08, WDB95, Wag10, WHIN13, Wan11b, Was81, WSL08, We11, WCP07, Wil75, WL14, ZD11, dVM13, eSHK05, GD11, Mir14, Sch98, Sud10, Bal66].

Law-Based [AA10]. Law-Like [ICE10]. Law-Test [SM11]. law-the [LAL15]. Laws [AR09, KP05, Rob11, AR10, AR11, BS00, Che89, ER02, Egg05d, Egg05a, Eli11, FDA+04, Hur06a, Hü09, LB06a, Mei09, New05, Per82, Per05, PTTV01, Ree01, RH02, Rou76b, Rou05, SM08, GS01, LZZ13].

LC50 [dVM13]. Leading [Kos06, MZ98b, Dia73, Dia77, Has03, Hün07, IRU83, Jec92, Mir11, Mir12a, Mir12b, Sti45, Tur82, Var99, War03a, XWLD11]. leads [FWW85, KR01, Liu08, Mas05a]. Learning [CS11, LB05, MYP14, RBXM15, VK90, GCB05, Jas10, LB06b, Rou10]. least-recently-used [SM06b].

Abbildung
Mathematics [Hün07, LS11, Ano11]. Mathematik [Hün07].
mathematisch [BBE10]. mathematisch-statistischer [BBE10].
Matthew [VB08]. Maximal [Liu08, TN87]. Maximum [HT01, Izs06, Ano02]. May [NSGP05]. McAllister [TGD05]. me [Poi12].
mean [Moc02]. measure [BMM84]. Measurement [Bor20].
Measurements [Moh79]. measures [BE69, CI96, CZ04, Dia73, Jec92, Per10, Sch89]. Measuring [Möl09, LSS00].
Memo [Meb10c]. Mental [Bor20, Hsü48]. merge [WDY93]. merkwürdiges [Sch06]. metals [DB14]. Method [BH07, KNT89, Est16, SF11, Tie87].
méthode [Est16]. Methoden [BBE10]. Methodical [Möl09]. methodische [Die02]. methodological [Die02]. Methods [Cig64, Fle81, FLP03, WG68, BFS03, BPS11, BBE10, HSR+08a, HSR+08b, Ham02, Her10, MS10, MBG+95, Nig11e]. metric [Yua84]. metrical [Fur46, Gei48]. Microarray [LY02, HRJB02]. microarrays [LCC+05]. Microcystis [CLRTFM08]. microelectronics [NKZ12]. microparticle [dLKHS04a].
Microscopy [CNS15]. MIDI [MPM02]. MIDI-Encoded [MPM02].
millennium [ACM00]. Millions [MSA+11]. Mimicking [KN91, KN90].
minification [CG10, Ris08]. Minimizing [MZLH15a, MZLH15b]. Mining [Bar11, Ole10, DG10, Gra10, GD14, Kri10, RRRB11]. MINO [NKZ12].
Model [BMLRV10, Fed82b, LB05, MZLH15a, MZLH15b, RVAN15, Sol00, ZM97, Aus14, BB10, CW97, CZ04, Che12c, FWW85, FP04, GGO15, Has07, HW15, Hub02, Liu15, MZ90a, MG15, MG07b, OKO06, Per82, SM06, SS09, VM04, Yeh90]. Model-based [MZLH15a, MZLH15b]. Modeling [BF03, NP02, Che89, HS08, KR12, Nic89, ZDCW12]. modelli [Bra76].
Modelling [MHS95, MRSCCS11, NZ12]. Models [LW92, Mit03, Moh79, BCC05, Bra76, Cha11, CM11, CZ98, HV01, Izs06, JKK+08, JKK+09, Loo10, OV97, Yeh07]. Modern [MTB06, Sta99].
Modified [She68, WSY11]. Modular [ARS10, ARS11]. Module [AH09].
Modulo [BD70, Kem75, MN08a, Sze10, Too92, MN06a]. Money [TS94].
Muhasebe [AA10]. Multi [Ber05c, CZ04, JHTS10, Boo94, CGPT15, Egg99a, Egg99b, FC14].
multinomial [Izs06]. Multiobjective [BR15, RZS+15]. Multiple
[BRS38, SID15, Fed84, LACL14]. Multiple-Choice [SID15]. Multiplication
[Mor10]. Multiplicative [Uze10, MZ99]. multipliers [Egg90a].
multispecies [HJ15]. Multivariate [HHG14, Yeh02, Yeh07]. Museum
[BBXM15]. Music [MPM02, MVW+03, MRM+05]. mutation [Ber15],
multiple-choice [SID15]. Multiplication [Mor10]. Multiplicative
[Uze10, MZ99]. multipliers [Egg90a].
multispecies [HJ15]. Multivariate [HHG14, Yeh02, Yeh07]. Museum
[BBXM15]. Music [MPM02, MVW+03, MRM+05]. mutation [Ber15],
multiple-choice [SID15]. Multiplication [Mor10]. Multiplicative
[Uze10, MZ99]. multipliers [Egg90a].
multispecies [HJ15]. Multivariate [HHG14, Yeh02, Yeh07]. Museum
[BBXM15]. Music [MPM02, MVW+03, MRM+05]. mutation [Ber15],
Obey [BHKR11, Wlo71, BS92, KBHR10, SB93]. Obeyes [BH07]. Obituary [And11]. Objective [Bro80c, CGPT15, FC14]. Objectives [LACL14]. observation [Her10, dLKHS04b, Sar73]. Observations [AG70, AG72, Vla72, Bur04]. observe [Ano93, Tra92]. observed [Gin57].

Numerical [Ham62, JP01, FMS10, KR12]. nuovi [Bra76].

Numeri [Gin57, Her57].

One-dimensional [BBH05, MS08, SCD01]. One-sided [KP04]. Online [BH09]. ONLY [LS11]. Open [MSSvK08, NGJ03]. Openings [BT09].

Operational [Ano93, Tra92]. Optimal [LACL14, SJP+15, Zom14, BCIS09, Kre73, Kre75]. Optimale [Kre73, Kre75].

Optimality [MYP14]. Optimization [BR15, LP15]. optimizing [GÁVRL14]. Optimum [McK80]. optoelectronics [NKZ12]. Order [Ha13, MN06b, MN08b, NM09, Nig11d, CSC14, SN91, TA12, TH13, Yua84].

organization [BP84]. organized [BTW87, Bak96, SM96]. Organizes [PMdM+99]. Organizing [Kru96b, SAG+00]. Oriented [Car88, Asa81, Tic88]. origin [BCC05, CSV96, ZS11]. origins [FS03].}


Parallelizing [GÁVRL14, WAT15]. Parameter [AMP06, CT07, HW87, Ism04, CZ04, Gar11, TW11]. Parameters [DS01, ADAI13, AS15, Izs06, KS10, Nic87a, Nic87b, Sco13, TN87, TKP14].

parametric [GJS07]. Pareto [Bal66, Gre86, AMP06, AAMAE03, ADAI13, AS15, ANRV07, Af10, AG70, AG72, Ami07, AFS04, AP89, Aus14, BVT96, BB76, Blu70, BT37, CH97, CT07, CGPT15, CGJ10, DW15, DN10, DN11, FWW85, FC14, Fer13, FDA+04, FAD+04, GGO15, GÁVRL14, Gun15, GN07, HZZ14, HW87, HDV13, HHG14, Ism04, Jee97, KS10, KA84, KPF15, KP09, Lip09, LACL14, Mac22, MPS11, Man60, Man62, MYP14, Mas05a, McK80, Mei09, MN14,
MTTT08, NK07, New05, OJM15, Orl76, Per82, RAV10, RRR04, Ree01, Ree03, RZS\textsuperscript{+15}, Ris08, SZVHA10, San87a, San87b, San88, San92, SS06, Sco13, SJP\textsuperscript{+15}, SM08, Sol00, SR01, SS12, Sta14, Tao09, TA12, TH13, TKP14, VAGE09, Wil06, WC03, Wu08, XP89, ZSB\textsuperscript{+12}, Zom14, dCS15, vZ13, Sha89].

Pareto-Efficient [RZS\textsuperscript{+15}]. Pareto-Optimal [SJP\textsuperscript{+15}, Zom14].

Pareto-type [HDV13]. Partial [Bro80a, Bro80b, Bro80c, Bro81, Sha05].

Partial [WCP\textsuperscript{+07}, HS08]. partially [AS15]. particular [FGZZ11a].

Partition [ARS10, ARS11]. partitioning [Lip09].

Partitions [KN91, KN90, NNN89]. parts [Pav82, Giu11, Sur93].

Passive [LYY09, BM13, Her10]. Patent [YLX14, HHC\textsuperscript{+14}]. path [Art94, FC14].

Patterns [DKM07, Rod04, SGW04, IRU83, MHS95, MS08, NGJ03, Nig99c, RDFM10, Tho89]. Payment [KˇZ08a, ˇZK09].

Peculiar [Gor12a, Ley96, Nig99c, Rai69a]. Peer [HKL\textsuperscript{+06}, HS08]. peer-to-peer [HS08].

Pendant [Poi12]. People [BM08, Bur09, MWE95]. Percentages [DF79, MYZ67]. percolation [Ber15, PBP07, Wat96a, Wat96b].

Performance [Egg09, Fed87, LP15, MZLH15a, MZLH15b, Vla79, WR03]. Periodic [HJ15]. periodical [Pop75, SN91]. Periodicity [She68].

Periods [WDB95]. permanence [LAL15]. persistence [So14]. person [MTTT08]. Personalized [KA15, LCY\textsuperscript{+15}].

Perspective [Bat08, Eli13]. persuasive [KA15]. Pervades [SG00]. PET [WCP\textsuperscript{+07}].


Phenomenon [Hil98, LG78, Rai85, Bas94, Coh76, CK84, Hil88, Hil95b, HHC\textsuperscript{+14}, MS11, MS12, OV93, Val12, WZS12]. phi [Liv02].


planar [Wan15]. planetary [Aro13]. planning [FC14]. plant [Shi89]. Play [LCY\textsuperscript{+15}]. Pleasant [MVW\textsuperscript{+03}]. Plots [BVT96, Hav95, SBH\textsuperscript{+95}]. Plotting [WG68]. PODS\textsuperscript{09} [PS09]. Poincaré [TW71]. Point [BB85, HM65, Kre73, Kre75, Sch88c, Ste74, FT86, Gar11, Sch73, Sch86].

Points [Vau02, AVV08, HKWE14, HV13]. Poisson [BG15, Eli13]. polar [PGLL10]. Polignac [CL04b]. Political [NM07b, Par97]. politique [Par97].


populations [San02a, San02b]. portfolio [PK06]. Porto [GCB\textsuperscript{+05}]. Portugal [GCB\textsuperscript{+05}]. Posamentier [Har09]. positivity [BG15]. possessing [Nic88, NT89]. possibility [TR91]. Possible [AR10, AR11, CSV96].

possibly [SCE03]. poster [PQ00]. potential [Bar11, DdA\textsuperscript{+09}]. potentials [NH07]. pour [Est16, FL94, FL96, GD10]. Pourquoi [GD08]. Power [BS00, CSN07, CSN09a, CSN09b, CBP12, Egg05d, EC12, HS01, LHK\textsuperscript{+15}, MBS99, Mat99, Mit03, New05, NBH\textsuperscript{+98}, Ree06, Ber03, Ber05b, BCC05].

Pourquoi [GD08]. Power [BS00, CSN07, CSN09a, CSN09b, CBP12, Egg05d, EC12, HS01, LHK\textsuperscript{+15}, MBS99, Mat99, Mit03, New05, NBH\textsuperscript{+98}, Ree06, Ber03, Ber05b, BCC05].
CSV96, Egg05a, Egg05b, GGPS03, Hur06a, Hür09, LB06a, Per05, Rec01, RH02, RDFM10, Rou05. **Power-Aware** [LHK+15]. **Power-Law** [CSN09b, CSN07, CSN09a, EC12, MBS99, Rec06, CSV96, GGPS03]. **power-like** [Ber03, Ber05b]. powerful [MPS11]. powers [EMS11, EMS12, Hür04, MM50, Wój13]. pp [Ano50]. **Practical** [NH07]. Practice [Vuk08, ER12, Müi03, Pos04c, Pos10]. **Pragmatic** [JP01]. Practice [Vuk08, ER12, Müi03, Pos04c, Pos10]. Pragmatic [JP01]. 

propagation [CL04a]. Properties [Iud12, AAMAE03, Ber11, KZ15, RRZR09, Rou76a, Sta05, Str10, TN87, Yeh02]. Property [KC86, Kun87, Ana03, BBM11b, Rou92, Lim06]. Proportionally [HG14]. Proportions [Fle81, FLP03, MPPH06]. propor tional [HS08]. Proportionally [HG14]. Proportions [Fle81, FLP03, MPPH06]. proportional [HS08].

Properties [Iud12, AAMAE03, Ber11, KZ15, RRZR09, Rou76a, Sta05, Str10, TN87, Yeh02]. Property [KC86, Kun87, Ana03, BBM11b, Rou92, Lim06]. Proportionally [HG14]. Proportions [Fle81, FLP03, MPPH06]. proportional [HS08]. Proportionally [HG14]. Proportions [Fle81, FLP03, MPPH06]. proportional [HS08].

Qualität [Die02]. Qualitative [PL86]. Qualitätstest [GTM12]. Quality [GP09, Moh79, Mo09, Van15, Die02, DdA+09, GTM12, Hol14]. Quantifying [WCP+07]. Quantile [BVT96, HW87, SS12]. Quantitative [BPS11, MSA+11, Mon01, Bro80b, Bro80c]. quantities [Kos15].

Quantifying [WCP+07]. Quantile [BVT96, HW87, SS12]. Quantitative [BPS11, MSA+11, Mon01, Bro80b, Bro80c]. quantities [Kos15].


R [Hor09b]. R. [Kui69]. radiation [CSC14]. radiology [CSC14]. Raising [GD10]. Random [BGTM+11, iCE10, Hi188, JD11, JD12, Li92, MS12, MWE95, Sol00, AS68, Bac98, BH74, BA99, CGJ10, Dia73, EL03, FS02, Fle66, GSR12, Giu11, HS05, Hür15b, Kem75, Lip09, MN14, Per96, Rou76a, Sch73, Sch81, Sta05, Sze10, Val12, Wój13, WC03, Yeh90, Bal66].

Re [Hor09b]. R. [Kui69]. radiation [CSC14]. radiology [CSC14]. Raising [GD10]. Random [BGTM+11, iCE10, Hi188, JD11, JD12, Li92, MS12, MWE95, Sol00, AS68, Bac98, BH74, BA99, CGJ10, Dia73, EL03, FS02, Fle66, GSR12, Giu11, HS05, Hür15b, Kem75, Lip09, MN14, Per96, Rou76a, Sch73, Sch81, Sta05, Sze10, Val12, Wój13, WC03, Yeh90, Bal66]. Randomized [Die12]. randomly [Zör15]. Randomness [Nil10, Zen11, McA03]. ranges [Est16].

Rank [BGVV99, iCE10, KUY05, BG78, Hai69, Hi174, MM06].

rank-frequency [Hi174]. rank-size [Hai69]. Ranked [CT07, ADA13].

Ranking [Bro84, GLSW96, Jin09b]. Rankings [Jin09a]. rapidly [FMS10].


Reading [SF08, Yu27]. Real [ICE10, Kem75, Nil10]. really [GTC+07].

reason [DMZ05]. recall [PT04, Tay05]. received [NH07]. recently [SM06b].

Rechnungslegung [QW03]. Rechnungswesen [Moc02].

Recognizing [MPM02]. Recommender [RZS+15]. Reconcilable [McK80].

Reconstruction [SM06a, BBK+15]. Recording [AH09].

Reduction [SD78, ARMO3]. recovering [LCJ10]. Reconstruction [SM06a, BBK+15]. Recording [AH09].

red [RR03]. red-flag [RR03]. redistributions [Roe06]. reduced [Sch83b, Sch84]. Reference [Van02, AVV06, FRB05, VM04]. References [Sud10].

Referendum [PT04, Her10, Tay05]. Refinement
Refining [Mas05c]. Regarding [Lon92].


Related [Vla79, Yeh02]. Relation [Mas05b, Mas06a, Mas06c]. Refining [Mas05c]. Regarding [Lon92].


[27]
scale-invariance [Wój14]. Scale-Invariant [Whi83]. scaled [BH74]. scales
[Egg10a]. Scaling [MZZ99, NBH+98, RV09, SL96, Sta99, VB08, ARMG03,
BA99, BS00, BMT96, CI96, Che12a, FS03, NS96]. scam [Ano12]. Scarrott
[Ben75]. Scatter [GD09a, GD11]. Scattering
[BRS38, Sud10, DG78, HN05, HHC+14]. Schedule [WHN13]. Scheme
[JHTS10]. schemes [Afö10]. Scholar [Ber95]. Scholes [Sch08]. Schools
[RVAN15]. Schwerpunkt [Müller03]. Science
[Han07, OM11, RK79, RVAN15, Sch74, VB08, ARMG03, BA99, BS00, BMT96, CI96, Che12a, FS03, NS96]. scam
[Ano12]. Scarrott [Ben75]. Scatter [GD09a, GD11]. Scattering
[BRS38, Sud10, DG78, HN05, HHC+14]. Schedule [WHN13]. Scheme
[JHTS10]. schemes [Afö10]. Scholar [Ber95]. Scholes [Sch08]. Schools
[RVAN15]. Schwerpunkt [Müller03]. Science
[Han07, OM11, RK79, RVAN15, Sch74, VB08, ARMG03, BA99, BS00, BMT96, CI96, Che12a, FS03, NS96]. scam
[Ano12]. Scarrott [Ben75]. Scatter [GD09a, GD11]. Scattering
[BRS38, Sud10, DG78, HN05, HHC+14]. Schedule [WHN13]. Scheme
[JHTS10]. schemes [Afö10]. Scholar [Ber95]. Scholes [Sch08]. Schools
[RVAN15]. Schwerpunkt [Müller03]. Science
[Han07, OM11, RK79, RVAN15, Sch74, VB08, ARMG03, BA99, BS00, BMT96, CI96, Che12a, FS03, NS96]. scam
[Ano12]. Scarrott [Ben75]. Scatter [GD09a, GD11]. Scattering
[BRS38, Sud10, DG78, HN05, HHC+14]. Schedule [WHN13]. Scheme
[JHTS10]. schemes [Afö10]. Scholar [Ber95]. Scholes [Sch08]. Schools
[RVAN15]. Schwerpunkt [Müller03]. Science
Transformations [Pet66, CI96]. Transient [MZS99]. transitions [Mas07, SS11]. transient [Sjo14]. Tree [LDJ89, CL05, SS09]. Tree-Structured [LDJ89]. trees [Ber15]. Trends [Bha02]. Trip [OW12]. triumphant [McA05]. U.S. [Axt01, Ley96]. Überraschungen [Szé90]. ubiquity [Ber04, Ber05a]. trust [Hen11]. Tsallis [Abe02, Den97]. Tuning [KNT89]. tuple [CSV96]. Twenty [PS09]. twenty-eighth [PS09]. Two [Hai69, LW92, Nig11c, ER02, Has07, Hub78, McG11, Sco13]. two-dimensional [Has07]. Type [CT05, ZA95, Mei09, TA12, ZF15, BG11b]. Uniform [Ant91, BD70, Dun67, JD11, JD12, Kui69, KN74, KN06, Rod04, Tic85, CH61, Cig64, Dia77, Hır15b, JdlR04, Sch83b, Sch83a, Sch84, Sch87b, Sch88d, Sch91, Shi89, Tso92, Tso52, Wey15, Tic86, Tic87]. uniformity [LL08]. uniformly [CI96, MPS11, Sch89]. unifying [GJ10]. Unique [SD78]. unit [Per96]. United [LW14]. Units [NBH*98, BP'S4]. Unity [MM84]. Universality [CMS10, KH02, Sta99, SAG+00, VB08]. Universe [NK04, NKL03]. université [Par97]. universities [Jin09b]. University [Jin09a, Par97]. Unsolvable [Str12]. unstable [NR08]. Untangling [Egg07]. Untersuchung [Fur46, Gei48]. Unusual [SGW04, Tho89]. unwanted [Par75]. unzipped [BBM11a]. Unzipping [Ada11]. update [Ped94]. upper [Hır15b]. Urban [Kru96a, MZS99, ZM07, Che12c, GB13, MHS95, MML01, MZ98a, RDFM10]. urn [KH95]. USA [PT11]. Use [BG09, BG10, BG11a, Die12, DHP04, Lef82, NM97, OMNO10, San87a, San87b, San88, San92, Ale09, Ana05, Ban13, BBE10, Bro07, MDDH05, New81, RR03, Sjo14]. used [dLKHS04a, dLKHS06, Nig93, SM06b]. Uses [Ber95]. Using [BW98, CS11, CT05, Cod99, FGZZ11b, Lan00, Lan03, LY02, LP15, MS09, MSA+11, Nig94, Nig01, NM09, SD78, Sav06, Vuk08, WCP+07, WSY11, ZD11, ADAI13, BP06, BXX11, BM13, BMP93, DN00, FG10, Fed84, GW04, GM09, Hugin, Hır06a, Hır09, JS06, JS09, LFCR04, LBC06, LB06b, LACL14, MPPH06, MBG+95, MRSCCS11, Nig00b, OW12, OM11, QZH10, RVAN15, RRBB11, SM06a, Sch10, SCE03, Die04b, Die07].
Variables
[BGTM+11, AS68, EL03, Gin11, HS05, KR12, Sch81, Val12, Yeh90].
Variates
[Blu70]. variational [HPV+09]. variational-principle [HPV+09].
Vectors

Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung [Szé90]. want [Spe09]. Ward [PMdM+99].
way [Val12]. Weak [CJ96, Dia74, Giu11, Che80, MG07b, Per05]. weakly [Per82].
wealth [FWW85]. web [G08, BFS03, BMLRV10, DM006, HA99, LBL01, OM11, P000].
Weibull [GGO15, NG04]. Weight [GGO15]. weighted [MS11]. welfare
[dGL13]. Wesley [Ano50]. Where [DK09, VM04]. which [Par75]. Who
[Haf13]. whose [AS68]. Wide [DM006, HA99]. Width [SM10b, SM09].
Wie [Hüin07]. Wikileaks [Con10]. Wiley [Lim06]. will [Sch06]. Willis
[SB93]. Word [LB09, SEOV04, Egg09a, Egg09b, FP04, Li92, WZS12]. words
[DM92, KUY05, TR91]. Working [Dun80, Moh80]. workload [XS09].
works [Bak96]. Workshop [NSGP05]. world
[ARMG03, Liv02, Mir12b, dGL13, DMO06, HA99]. World-Wide [HA99].
worldwide [Mir12a]. worn [Sch06]. Worth [Wal03]. WoS [OM11]. would
[McG11]. wrong [Sav04].

year [Kri77]. years [Per10, Sch06]. yield [Has76]. Yule
[Ber15, Che91, Gar11, MRSCS11, RRZR09, XP89]. Yule-Simon [Gar11].
Zahlen [Vog00, Wey15, Tic88]. zahlentheoretische [Tic86]. Zahn [Hum06].
Zakon [Jas10]. Zaman [Bac98]. Zapper [AH09]. zeros [LL08, LL09]. zero-
roth [Mas07]. zeta [LL08, LL09]. Zhou [Bar11]. Ziffer
[Hüin07, Mör01]. Zifferanalyse [Mü103, Pos04c, Pos05, Pos10]. Zipf
[Fai69, Fai05, Mel06, Ada11, AR09, AR10, AR11, ARMG03, Ano50, Ano93,
Ano02, Ano05, Ano07, AFS04, AIF99, AB03, Aus14, Axt01, BBM11a, Bak07,
Bel88, BBL07, Ben75, Ben84, BT09, BP84, BGVV99, Bra76, BMLRV10, Bro07,
BMT96, CK05, Cha11, Che78, Che80, CL86a, CL86b, CL87b, Che89, Che91,
CW97, CZ04, Che12a, Che12b, Che12c, CM11, CMS10, CMFS11, CBP12, CMHS95].
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